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Is handwriting still important?





Handwriting Performance Components

Sensori-motor Cognitive Psychosocial



Sensori-Motor

Sensory

o Grasp the writing tool
o Scan the printed line
o Appropriate pencil pressure
o Discriminate between letters (b/d was/saw)
o Place letters on the line correctly and space them appropriately



Sensori-Motor

Neuromuscular

o Muscle tone - Having sufficient muscle tone to sustaining an 
upright position, with upper extremity stability and mobility

o Strength - having sufficient strength - the ability to grasp and 
maintain consistency on writing tools

o Postural control - to make postural adjustments while writing in 
various positions



Sensori-Motor

Motor
o Crossing the midline  - writing in a horizontal plane across the middle of 

the body
o Bi-lateral integration - holding writing tools and stabilising paper
o Laterality - consistent use of one hand for writing 
o Praxis - capacity to plan, sequence and execute letter forms, arrange 

letters to build words
o Fine motor co-ordination - particularly in hand manipulation - moving the 

pencil between the fingers
o Visual motor integration - colouring within lines, tracing 

reproducing letters and numbers



Cognitive Component

Attention & Memory

o Attend to writing over time
o Recalling letter formations through visual, verbal and auditory 

memories
o Generalise handwriting from practice to real-life situations such as 

completing classroom activities, signing cheques, writing lists etc



Psychosocial Component

Coping Skills
Self-esteem

Motivation



Hands

The most important mechanical tools that students bring to the classroom 
are their hands. 

Hand skills are critical for early childhood learning. 

Refined hand skills are needed to master handwriting; a major occupation 
of school aged children. 

They also provide the basis for all manipulative activities and hand tool 
use. 

Hands manipulate the environment to learn. 

(Fine Motor Skills in the Classroom, Jayne Berry, OTR/L, Therapro Inc. 1999, pg 3) 



From birth to 3 years 

3 ½ - 4 ½ 
months 

4 - 5 
months 



From birth to 3 years 

4 ½- 6 
months 

7 - 9 
months 



From birth to 3 years 

7 – 8
months 

7 ½ -10 
months 



From birth to 3 years 

10 - 12
months 

11 - 12
months 



From birth to 3 years 

23 - 25
months 

24 - 35
months 



From birth to 3 years 

29-31
months 



Pre-Handwriting

Pre-school children start to make deliberate strokes 
with control. Some strokes are easier to write than 
others. Children gradually develop the ability to copy 
forms usually in the order below





















Before Starting……

❖Small muscle movement
❖Eye-hand co-ordination
❖hold utensils and writing tools
❖Smoothly form circles and lines
❖Letter perception
❖Orientation of printed language



Missed Stages



Poor Pencil Grasp



Poor Pencil Grasp



Correct Grasp



Teaching the Correct Grasp Movie:
https://teachhandwriting.co.uk/whole-class-tripod-
pencil-grip-teaching-fs.html



Interventions



Easy Exercises



Weight bearing on hands wheelbarrow walking



Weight bearing one hand and working with the other



Propelling scooter board with hands



Pushing against resistance



Crab Walking



Strengthening shoulder abduction and adduction



Tug-O-War ~ for building grip strength



Building core strength for good handwriting posture



W Sitting



Heavy Work Hand and finger 
strengthening exercises





Pulling resistance toys



Thumb and finger pinch



Open and close fist



Pressing a seal



Use of elastic bands to build finger strength



Sponges and Flannels

Wringing

Squeezing



Spray pulls



Strengthening the pincer grip



Rolling play-doh into thin strips



Writing on an elevated surface
For left to right visual tracking



Crossing the midline



Developing a sensory frame of reference
Change writing tools 
Use weighted pens, chalk, crayons

Change the body position 
lying on stomach to write;  standing up and 
extending the trunk

Changing the surface of 
writing 
chalk mats, writing in sand, on textured 
wallpaper 



At School







Reception
Fine Motor Skills Writing
Hold a pencil effectively in 
preparation for fluent 
writing - using the tripod 
grip in most cases

Write recognisable letters, 
most of which are formed 
correctly

Use a range of small tools, 
including scissors, 
paintbrushes and cutlery

Spell words by identifying 
sounds in them and 
representing the sounds 
with a letter or letters

Begin to show accuracy 
and care when drawing

Write simple phrases and 
sentences that can be read 
by others







The letters in this letter 
family includes c, a, d, e, s, 
g, f, q and o.

Curly caterpillar letters are all 
about the curves! 

These letters are usually 
formed with a rounded 
movement made to start 
writing the letter.



Letter ladders: Letters ladders 
are the letters: l, t, u, y, i and j

Some letters in this letter 
family have a single straight 
line, for example, the letter 'l’.

On the other hand, some are a 
little more complicated, like the 
letter 't' and some of them even 
contain a curve, like the letters 
'u' and 'y'



One-armed robot letters usually 
include at least one curve and 
always start by going straight 
down, up and over. 

However, some are an exception to this 
rule and have no curve, for example, the 
letter 'k'. This letter family includes 
letters such as, n, m, h, k, b, p and r.



Beware of this letter family! 
Unlike the previous letter 
families, the zigzag monster 
letter family include mainly up 
and down strokes with no curves.

The letters included in this family 
are v, w, x and z.













● Less time on devices
●Develop core and shoulder muscles
●Climb!
●Develop hand eye co-ordination
● Practise balancing

How to help



●Work on hand and finger skills
●Do lots of  scissor cutting;  play dough play;  Lego;  

threading with beads; weaving and lacing
● Practise drawing lines with a ruler
●Use mazes and games to help with visual tracking; 

matching and memory games

How to help



Pencil control and fluency



Finger Fitness - Find it on Youtube



Disco Dough - On Youtube





Sky

Grass

Mud

Tall letters go all the way up 
to the sky and sit on the grass 
including b,d,h,k,l,t.

Grass letters are the same 
size and stay in the grass 
including c,o,u,i,n,m.

Mud letters start in the grass 
and go into the mud including 
g,q,y,p,j.





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8TuVoyWsOQ

Movie on Digit reversal by the Dyslexia Society





Alphabet



Form the letters correctly

2

1

3

4
1

2









CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon and infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks!
Do you have any questions?

Please complete the feedback sheet

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

